Corporate Relations [1]

Texas ECE, a consistently top-10 ranked program with 2200 students and 65 faculty, is committed to working with industry and alumni. The Texas ECE Corporate Relations office provides a focused point of contact for companies to partner with UT in the following areas:

- **Recruiting.** [2] Go above-and-beyond the job fair to target Texas ECE students by hosting specialized events in the department throughout the year.
  - Connect Program [3]
  - Texas ECE Student Organizations [4]
- **Research.** [5] Collaborate with our leading faculty experts and students to solve your business challenges.
- **K-12 STEM Outreach.** [6] Build the tech pipeline by showing up and supporting our programs for precollege students.
  - Bridge Scholars Program [7]
  - Edison Lecture Series [8]
  - Move Forward Program [8]
- **Curriculum.** [10] Partner with Texas ECE in bringing the latest technologies, equipment, and teaching tools to the classroom.
  - Continuing Education [12]
  - Equipment and Software Donations
- **Contact ECE Corporate.** [13]